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Excitonic Zeeman effect in the zinc-blende II-VI diluted magnetic semiconductors Cd1ÀxYxTe
„YÄMn, Co, and Fe…
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The sp-d exchange constants (N0a and N0b) of the zinc-blende diluted magnetic semiconductors
Cd12xMnxTe, Cd12xCoxTe, and Cd12xFexTe are deduced from the huge excitonic Zeeman effect observed in
wavelength-modulated reflectivity spectra, supplemented with magnetization measurements with a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device magnetometer. The Zeeman spectra recorded in magnetic fields (H) up to
60 kG, and temperatures (T) down to 1.8 K clearly reveal the Van Vleck paramagnetism of Cd12xFexTe; in
contrast, Cd12xMnxTe and Cd12xCoxTe display a Brillouin-function-like (H/T) dependence of their excitonic
Zeeman components associated with spin 5/2 and 3/2 ground states of Mn21 and Co21, respectively. The
antiferromagneticd-d interaction between the magnetic ions, displayed in the Zeeman data, is mainly limited
to nearest-neighbor Mn21 ions, whereas it is significantly stronger for Co21 than for Mn21 and extends to more
distant neighbors.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.155201 PACS number~s!: 71.70.Ej, 75.50.Pp, 78.20.Ls
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tetrahedrally coordinated II-VI multinary alloys in whic
a fraction of the group-II cations is randomly replaced w
3d transition-metal ions, as in Cd12xMnxTe and
Cd12x2yZnyMnxTe, are known as diluted magnetic sem
conductors~DMS’s!.1 In contrast to the nonmagnetic II-V
alloys, DMS’s are singled out by their remarkable magne
and magneto-optic properties, originating in~1! the exchange
interaction between the spins of the 3d electrons of the
transition-metal ions ~TMI’s ! and those of the band
electrons,2 i.e., in the so-calledsp-d exchange interaction,
and~2! the magnetic interaction between the 3d electrons of
neighboring TMI’s, thed-d exchange interaction, known to
occur through an antiferromagnetic~AF! interaction.

The excitonic Zeeman effect in DMS’s is a spectrosco
phenomenon ideally suited for probing the magnetization
sulting from thesp-d andd-d interactions. It is also micro-
scopic phenomenon that underlies the giant Faraday
large Voigt effect they display.3–5 These considerations pro
vide a strong motivation for the study of the excitonic Ze
man effect in II-VI DMS’s involving the 3d magnetic ions.
The excitonic Zeeman effect has been investigated w
photoluminescence,6 in absorption,7 and in unmodulated re
flectivity. The limitations of these techniques~a partial pic-
ture of the Zeeman effect, the need for extremely t
samples, or the presence of a large continuum backgro!
are elegantly circumvented by employing one of the ma
modulation techniques.8–10 The rather limited studies on
TMI’s other than Mn21 are due to their low solubility in
DMS’s based on them. However, the high sensitivity
modulation techniques offers an opportunity for the inve
gation of the excitonic Zeeman effect in such DMS’s ev
for small x, for example, in Cd12xCoxTe and Cd12xFexTe.
An intercomparison of Mn21, Co21, and Fe21, each with
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155201~10!/$20.00 63 1552
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their characteristic ground-state multiplets as reflected in
excitonic Zeeman effect of Cd12xMnxTe, Cd12xCoxTe, and
Cd12xFexTe, is particularly attractive.

In the context of the above considerations, we have c
ried out a comprehensive study of the excitonic Zeeman
fect in the CdTe-based zinc-blende DMS’s involving Mn21,
Co21, and Fe21 magnetic ions, exploiting the power an
sensitivity of modulation techniques; the results, along w
their interpretations, are reported in the present paper.

II. EXPERIMENT

All the specimens studied in the present investigat
were cleaved from bulk single crystals grown by the verti
Bridgman technique. The ternary alloys were prepared us
purified CdTe and required amounts of Mn, Co, or Fe and
added in stoichiometric proportions. Mn metal was purifi
by multiple sublimation under dynamic vacuum, but Fe a
Co of 99.998% purity were used without further purificatio
The stoichiometric charge was placed inside a graph
coated ampoule and sealed off under a dynamic vacuum
1026 Torr. The ampoules, heated to 1150 °C for about 1
before the growth commenced, were kept static and the
nace moved vertically at a rate of 1–3 mm/h. The tempe
ture gradient in the growth zone ranged between 3 and 8
cm. In the postgrowth period, the ampoules cooled at the
of 50 °C/h down to 800 °C, followed by 100 °C/h for th
cooling rate down to room temperature.

The excitonic signatures were obtained in reflectivity e
ploying wavelength modulation. Measurements were p
formed with a SPEX 1870 monochromator, a quartz halog
lamp as a light source, and a silicon photodiode as a dete
With calibration lines from Kr, Ar, Xe, and O discharg
lamps, the wavelength accuracy of the monochromator in
entire spectral range of interest was ensured. The wavele
modulation was achieved with a vibrating mirror, incorp
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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rated in the monochromator optics, operating at 85 Hz
Janis superconducting optical magnet cryostat provide
maximum field of 60 kG; its variable-temperature featu
allowed samples to reach temperatures down to 1.8 K.

The magnetization data were taken on a Quantum De
MPMS-5 superconducting quantum interference dev
~SQUID! magnetometer.11 The computer-controlled system
allows data acquisition for temperatures between 1.8 and
K and fields up to 55 kG. The magnetometer is capable
measuring magnetic moments as small as 1027 emu, al-
though a signal>1026 emu is preferred. Because of th
physical limitation of the pick-up coils in the SQUID, th
sample sizes did not exceed a few millimeters in width an
mm in thickness~with a mass of about 50 mg!.

The composition of the samples was determined usin
JEOL JSM-6400 scanning electron microscope12 equipped
with a LINK data analysis system for energy-dispersive el
tron microprobe analysis~EMPA!. The quantitative EMPA
results were obtained using CdTe, CdMnTe, and pure Co
Fe as standards. The accuracy of the composition using
technique is estimated to be about 0.05 at. %.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The half-filledd subshell of Mn is the main reason why
has a simple orbital singlet6S5/2 ground state. But as on
goes through the other 3d metals on either side of Mn in th
periodic table, the departure~excess or deficit! from the half-
filled d subshell leads to more complex ground states.13 As a
result, DMS’s based on these ions show magnetic beha
richer and more complex than that of the Mn-based co
pounds. The ferromagneticp-d interaction in Zn12xCrxSe
~Ref. 14! and the Van Vleck paramagnetism in Cd12xFexSe
~Ref. 15! are unique and intriguing examples of these p
nomena.

In considering the excitonic levels of a DMS, one mu
account for theintrinsic magnetic interactionsof the host
~e.g., CdTe!. A direct-gap zinc-blende semiconductor
characterized by a zone centerG6 (Jc5 1

2 ) conduction-band
minimum and aG8 (Jv5 3

2 ) valence-band maximum. In th
presence of an external magnetic field, the orbital motion
band electrons lead to Landau quantization of the bands
the spin dynamics of the electrons result in a further s
splitting of the Landau levels.16

The dramatic magneto-optic effects displayed by a DM
can be traced to the exchange interaction between the lo
ized magnetic moments of the TMI’s and those of the ba
electrons. This effect is taken into account by adding an
change term, thesp-d exchange HamiltonianHsp-d , to the
zero-field Hamiltonian. The extended nature of the electro
wave function spanning a large number of magnetic ions
lattice sites allows the use of themolecular-field approxima-
tion to replace the magnetic-ion spin operatorSi with its
thermal and spatial average^^S&&, taken over all the ions
Also, the exchange interaction can be treated in the spir
the virtual-crystal approximation, along with its translation
symmetry.

When used as perturbations to the zero-field Hamilton
the diagonalized Hamiltonians corresponding to thes-p and
15520
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p-d interactions7 result in a splitting of the conduction ban
into two subbands and the valence band into four subba
as shown in Fig. 1. The energies of these subbands, inclu
of the sp-d exchange interaction, are given by

Ec
sd~mJ!5Ec2mJ

cN0ax^^Sz&&,

Ev
pd~mJ!5Ev2 1

3 mJ
vN0bx^^Sz&&, ~1!

where c and v refer to the conduction and valence band
respectively,Ec and Ev are the conduction- and valence
band-edge energies in the absence of the exchange int
tion, N0 is the number of unit cells per unit volume,a andb
are thes-d and p-d exchange integrals for the conductio
and valence-band electrons, respectively, andx is the molar
fraction of the TMI.

If the mean magnetic moment of the TMI is proportion
to its mean spin̂ Sz& in a magnetic fieldHiz, a g factor gi
can be defined for the TMI in the DMS host. The magne
zation ~per unit mass! due to these magnetic ions is the
given by

Mm5Mm* 1xdiaH52
gimBNA

W~x!
x^^Sz&&1xdiaH, ~2!

whereNa is Avogadro’s number,mB is the Bohr magneton
andW(x) is the molar weight of the DMS. HereMm* is the
contribution of the magnetic ions to the magnetization, wh
xdia arises from the diamagnetic susceptibility of the ho
This small diamagnetic contribution, which is linear in fiel
should be considered for high values ofH/T and lowx. For
CdTe,xdia523.4531027 emu/g.17

In Eq. ~2!, the mean spin̂ ^Sz&& denotes the spatial a
well as the thermal average of the spin component along
magnetic field. Assuming the magnetization of a dilute allo
in which it is experimentally justified to consider contribu
tions of only two types of complex,singles~with no other
neighboring magnetic ion! and pairs ~when two ions are
neighbors!, and for spin interactions up to thekth neighbor,

FIG. 1. Exchange splitting of the valence and conduction ba
for zinc-blende II-VI DMS’s and the excitonic transitions in~a!
Faraday (kiH) and ~b! Voigt geometries (k'H), wherek is the
direction of light propagation.
1-2
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^^Sz&&k5Pk
s~x!^Sz&k

s1(
j 51

k

Pj
p~x!^Sz& j

p , ~3!

where the indexs refers to isolated ions up to thekth neigh-
bor, andp corresponds to pairs that are first (j 51),...,kth
( j 5k) neighbors. Pj (x) is the probability that a magnetic
ion spin belongs to the complexj. For a random distribution
of ions over a fcc sublattice, Kreitman and Barnett18 and
Okada19 give the probabilities for first-, second-, and thir
neighbor interactions.

It is important to consider the special case of a spheric
symmetric magnetic ion in a II-VI host. Despite its limita
tion, this model is applicable, to a good approximation,
Cd12xMnxTe because of the small crystal-field splitting
the Mn21 ground state, and to Cd12xCoxTe because of the
large crystal-field-induced separation of the first excited s
of Co21 from its ground state. This model does not apply
Cd12xFexTe, which manifests Van Vleck paramagnetis
and has to be dealt with separately.20

At magnetic fieldsH!uJ1 /mBu, the ground state for a
nearest-neighbor~NN! pair of ions is nonmagnetic~i.e.,
^Sz&1

p50). Therefore, the mean value of the magnetic m
ment for an ensemble of ions of spinSi at a temperatureT,
considering only NN interactions, is given by Eq.~3! as

^Sz&15P1
s~x!^Sz&1

s52
x̄

x
SiBSi

~h! ~4!

where h5SigimBH/kBTeff and BSi
(h) is the Brillouin

function.21 Theeffective concentration x(̄x,t),x reflects the
decreasing contribution of single ions toMm . In addition,
the much weaker, long-range, more distant-neighbor c
pling of magnetic ions can be accounted for by aneffective
temperature Teff5T1TAF , whereTAF(x,T).0. Hence, the
magnetization of DMS’s with spherically symmetric ma
netic ions, assuming strong interactions only up to fi
neighbors, is given by

Mm5
gimBNA

W~x!
x̄SiBSiS gimBH

kBTeff
D1xdiaH. ~5!

Besides the modified-Brillouin-function contribution o
single ions to the magnetization, saturating at low fiel
there can also be a significant high-field susceptibility c
tribution due to second- and more distant-neighbor pairs
magnetic ions.22,23

Combining the different interactions, and taking the ze
of the energy scale at the valence-band maximum in z
field, the allowed magneto-optical transitions16 have the en-
ergies

E~mJ
v→mJ

c!5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!1~mJ

cgc* 2mJ
vgv* !mBH

1@Ec
ex~mJ

c!2Ev
ex~mJ

v!#. ~6!

Here the first term (Egx) corresponds to the exciton ban
gap, inclusive of the excitonic diamagnetic shift, the seco
to Landau shifts, the third corresponds to the intrinsic Z
man splittings of the bands, and the fourth is due to thesp-d
exchange. These transitions obey the selection rule
15520
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c2mJ

v50,61. ~7!

At low temperatures, the single excitonic transition in t
absence of a magnetic field splits into four components
H.0 in the Faraday geometry~i.e., for light propagation
alongH!, with DmJ561 and energies given by

Ea~2 3
2 →2 1

2 !5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!2 1

2 ~gc* 23gv* !mBH

2 1
2 N0~a2b!x^^Sz&&, ~8!

Eb~2 1
2 → 1

2 !5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!1 1

2 ~gc* 1gv* !mBH

1 1
2 N0~a1b/3!x^^Sz&&, ~9!

Ec~
1
2 →2 1

2 !5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!2 1

2 ~gc* 1gv* !mBH

2 1
2 N0~a1b/3!x^^Sz&&, ~10!

Ed~ 3
2 → 1

2 !5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!1 1

2 ~gc* 23gv* !mBH

1 1
2 N0~a2b!x^^Sz&&, ~11!

These components, shown schematically in Fig. 1,
circularly polarized, thea and b transitions allowed forŝ1

5(1/&)( x̂1 i ŷ) whereasc and d transitions occur forŝ2

5(1/&)( x̂2 i ŷ). In the Voigt geometry~i.e., for light propa-
gation normal toH!, the a, b, c, andd components are po
larized normal toH; in addition, two transitions, governed b
DmJ50 and polarized alongH, are expected at

Ee~2 1
2 →2 1

2 !5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!2 1

2 ~gc* 2gv* !mBH

2 1
2 N0~a2b/3!x^^Sz&&, ~12!

Ef~
1
2 → 1

2 !5Egx1
1
2 \~v0

c1v0
v!1 1

2 ~gc* 2gv* !mBH

1 1
2 N0~a2b/3!x^^Sz&&, ~13!

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cd1ÀxMn xTe

The electronic configuration of free Mn21 is @Ar#3d5 and,
following Hund’s rules, its ground state is6S5/2. As a sub-
stitutional ion replacing Cd21 and hence withTd site sym-
metry in CdTe, the sixfold spin degeneracy of6S5/2 is lifted
by the crystal-field effects, yielding aG8 quadruplet ground
state and aG7 doublet 0.001 meV above it.24 This splitting
being so small, it is justified to treat the ground state of Mn21

as an atomic6S5/2 level. Since the first crystal-field-split ex
cited state@4G(4G4)# is ;2.2 eV above the ground state,25 at
low temperatures only the6S5/2 state is populated and Mn21

ions in CdTe exhibit paramagnetism with an effective sp
Si5

5
2 .

The sample used in this investigation has a nominal
concentration ofx50.01. Microprobe analysis of the samp
yielded x50.009760.0005, in good agreement with th
nominal value. The zero-field position of the free exciton
1-3
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1.80 K is 1.611 3560.000 05 eV, corresponding to a shift o
14.7560.05 meV from that of CdTe; this shift also yieldsx
;0.01.25

The magnetization of the Cd12xMnxTe specimen as a
function of the magnetic field~corrected for the host diamag
netism! at 1.80 and at 4.50 K is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The solid
lines are Brillouin-function fits to the data points based
Eq. ~5!. As can be seen, for both temperatures the magn
zation is linear inH at low fields, but approaches saturatio
at high fields. From a least-squares fit of the data to Eq.~5!,
using the values ofgMn2152.00 andSMn215 5

2 , the fitting
parametersx̄ and TAF obtained for each temperature are,
1.80 K, x̄50.0090 andTAF50.47 K, and, at 4.50 K,x̄
50.0092 and TAF50.64 K. Using uJ1 /kBu.6 K for
Cd12xMnxTe,26 and considerations based on the neare
neighbor probability distribution, the actual concentration
magnetic ionsx can be extracted fromx̄. The x’s thus de-
duced, 0.0101 for 1.80 K and 0.0103 for 4.50 K, are
excellent agreement with both the nominal and the mic
probe values and indicate that the exchange interac
among the Mn21 ions does not extend beyond the first neig
bors. Finally, a fitting of the high-temperature susceptibil
(100,T,300 K) for this sample in the linear regime27 re-
sults inx50.010060.0003.

An illustrative example of the excitonic Zeeman effect
Cd12xMnxTe is displayed in Fig. 3. The strong zero-field 1s

FIG. 2. Magnetization~corrected for the host diamagnetism! as
a function of field:~a! Cd12xMnxTe specimen at 1.80 and 4.50 K
~b! Cd12xCoxTe specimen at 1.80 and 4.50 K; and~c! Cd12xFexTe
specimen at 1.80, 4.80, and 20.0 K.
15520
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free-exciton signature at 1.80 K is shown in Fig. 3~a!. It
appears atEgx51.611 3560.0005 eV and is very sharp, wit
a broadening of less than 1 meV. This broadening value
remarkably small for the linewidth of an exciton in a terna
alloy, and is a testimony to the high quality of the cryst
Figures 3~b! and 3~c! show the Zeeman components of th
1s free exciton observed in the Faraday and Voigt geo
etries, respectively, at 15 kG. In agreement with Fig. 1,
free exciton splits into four lines~labeleda, b, c, andd! in
the Faraday geometry,a andb in the ŝ1 andc andd in the
ŝ2 circular polarizations. In the Voigt geometry, two add
tional lines,e and f, appear linearly polarized parallel toH,
while a, b, c, andd are polarized normal toH.

The excitonic Zeeman splitting of the free exciton
magnetic field for the Cd12xMnxTe sample at 1.80 K is
shown in Fig. 4. All the six branches saturate to some c
stant value for fields above;30 kG, and they are approxi
mately linear in field below;10 kG. Besides these, thre
additional branches appear in the spectra for fields ab
;20 kG, labeled as 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4. Although branch
follows the same Brillouin-function behavior as do the s
Zeeman components, 1 and 3 display a linear field dep
dence, showing no sign of saturation even at the high
fields. Twardowski, Nawrocki, and Ginter28 have also re-
ported these branches; they attribute the features that sat
at higher fields to the 2s and 3s excited states of the free
exciton, and those with a linear field dependence to high
lying Landau levels. The fact that all of these features ha
energies above the 1s exciton energy is consistent with thes
conclusions.

FIG. 3. Excitonic signatures of Cd12xMnxTe at 1.80 K:~a! H
50; andH515 kG in the~b! Faraday and~c! Voigt geometry.
1-4
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EXCITONIC ZEEMAN EFFECT IN THE ZINC-BLENDE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 155201
The spacings between the Zeeman componentsa, e, andf
~Fig. 4! vs the corresponding magnetization at 1.80 K@Fig.
2~a!# are displayed in Fig. 5. These three lines were selec
because they are the strongest and sharpest of the six Ze
components for most of the magnetic-field range cover
and/or because their positions could be determined with
any ambiguity, since they are free from the proximity
other features. Using the expressions obtained for the p
tions of these lines in Eqs.~8!–~13!, the corresponding split
tings are given by

FIG. 4. Zeeman components of the free exciton
Cd12xMnxTe at 1.80 K as a function of magnetic field.

FIG. 5. Excitonic Zeeman splitting as a function of magnetiz
tion at 1.80 K: ~a! Ee2Ea ; ~b! Ef2Ee ; and ~c! Ef2Ea . The
spectroscopic data are corrected due to the intrinsic Zeeman s
of the carriers and the magnetization for the diamagnetism of
host. The linear least-squares fits to the data are also shown.
15520
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Ee2Ea52gv* mBH1 1
3 N0bx^^Sz&&, ~14!

Ef2Ee5~gc* 2gv* !mBH2 1
3 N0~3a2b!x^^Sz&&. ~15!

Note that the first term in each of the above equations,
lated to the intrinsic spin splitting of the bands, is a line
function of the field, while the second term is related to t
magnetization through Eq.~11!. Therefore, the splittings
corrected for the intrinsic spin contributions, can be e
pressed as a function of magnetization~already corrected for
the host diamagnetism! as

~Ee2Ea!* 52C0N0bMm* , ~16!

~Ef2Ee!* 5C0N0~3a2b!Mm* , ~17!

whereC05W(x)/3NAmBgi . Based on these equations, th
corrected Zeeman splittings are clearly seen to be lin
functions ofMm* , and their slopes yieldN0a andN0b.

For the Cd12xMnxTe sample used (x50.01), W(x)
5239.4 g/mole. With gMn2152.00, gc* 521.59,29 gv*
520.04,30,31 and the slopes from the linear least-squares
to the data in Fig. 5, one obtainsN0a519165 meV and
N0b52826614 meV.

B. Cd1ÀxCoxTe

The energy-level spectrum and magnetic properties
free Co21 in DMS’s having Td site symmetry have bee
studied by Villeret, Rodriguez, and Kartheuser.13 The elec-
tronic configuration of Co21 is @Ar#3d7 and hence it has a
4F9/2 ground state. Under the influence of the crystal field
a Td site in CdTe, its sevenfold orbital degeneracy splits in
a 4G2 singlet, a4G5 triplet, and a4G4 triplet in the order of
increasing energy. The crystal-field-splitting energy betwe
the ground state4G2 and the first excited state4G5 is D
5390.5 meV.32 Therefore, only the ground state is populat
at low temperatures. Spin-orbit coupling then splits each
the 4G5 and 4G4 into G61G712G8 levels, as shown in Fig
6.33 The ground state4G2 does not split but becomesG8 ,
retaining its fourfold spin degeneracy. Thus, at 1.80 K,
Co21 ion behaves paramagnetically with an effective sp
Si5

3
2 .

The results reported in this section are based on
Cd12xCoxTe specimen having a nominal value ofx50.01.
Microprobe analysis of the sample yieldedx50.0065
60.0010. The magnetization of the sample at 1.80 and
4.50 K as a function of the magnetic field~corrected for the
host diamagnetism! is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The solid lines are
Brillouin-function fits to the data points based on Eq.~5!. As
can be seen, at both temperatures, the magnetization is l
in H at low fields, but approaches saturation at the hig
fields. It should be noted that, despite the low Co concen
tion, the saturation in the magnetization curve is very sim
to that of the Cd12xMnxTe sample with ahigherMn concen-
tration @Fig. 2~a!#. This is an indication of a stronger AF
interaction among Co21 ions compared to Mn21 ions. From a
least-squares fit of the data to Eq.~5!, using the values of
gCo2152.3093,34 and SCo2153/2,35 the fitting parametersx̄
and TAF were obtained for each temperature. It was fou
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FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the energy le
els of Co21 and Fe21 ions in aTd field, taking
into account the spin-orbit interaction@following
Rodriguezet al. ~Ref. 43!#.
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that x̄50.0035 andTAF50.39 K at 1.80 K, whereasx̄
50.0038 andTAF50.47 K at 4.50 K. A fitting of the high-
temperature susceptibility (100,T,300 K) for this sample
in the linear regime yieldedx50.005360.0002. Note that
these results indicate thatx̄/x50.6660.07, a value much
smaller than the 0.95 obtained from the NN probabil
distribution.18,19 Thus it appears that, in contrast to the ca
of Mn21 in CdTe, the AF interactions are not limited to N
Co21 ions, but extend to more distant neighbors as well. T
is in agreement with the large value ofuJu for Cd12xCoxTe,
about five times larger than that for Cd12xMnxTe, as ob-
served in a fit to high-temperature susceptibility of this a
other samples.36

An illustrative example of the excitonic Zeeman effect
Cd12xCoxTe is displayed in Fig. 7. The strong zero-field 1s

FIG. 7. Excitonic signatures of the Cd12xCoxTe specimen at
1.80 K: ~a! H50; and H560 kG in the ~b! Faraday~c! Voigt
geometry.
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free-exciton signature at 1.80 K@Fig. 7~a!# appears atEgx
51.606 6460.000 05 eV with a broadening of less than
meV. Figures 7~b! and 7~c! show the splitting of the 1s free
exciton for a field of 60 kG in the Faraday and Voigt geom
etries, respectively. A comparison with the results
Cd12xMnxTe ~Fig. 3! reveals an intriguing difference: in
Cd12xCoxTe, the inner Zeeman components appear in
sequenceb, e, f, andc with increasing energy, in contrast t
the sequencee, b, c, and f in Cd12xMnxTe. This sequence
has an important consequence for the value ofN0a in
Cd12xCoxTe.

The Zeeman splitting of the free exciton as a function
magnetic field for the Cd12xCoxTe sample at 1.80 K is
shown in Fig. 8. All the six branches saturate to some c
stant value for fields above 40 kG, and they are appro
mately linear in field forH,10 kG. The excitonic diamag
netic shift31,37 can also be clearly seen here as an upw
shift of the Zeeman components at high fields. Compar
this figure with Fig. 4 for Cd12xMnxTe, two major differ-
ences can be observed. First, the sequence in which the
man components occur for the two are different, as was m
tioned above. Second, the energy differences (Ee2Eb) and
(Ec2Ef) are quite small for Cd12xCoxTe, even for the high-
est fields; they are less than;0.7 meV at 60 kG. In order to
extract the physical significance of these experimental ob
vations, it is useful to express (Ee2Eb) and (Ec2Ef) from
Eqs.~8!–~13!, i.e.,

~Eb2Ee!5gc* mBH1N0ax^^Sz&&, ~18!

Ec2Ef52gc* mBH2N0ax^^Sz&&. ~19!

Given gc* 521.59,29 at 60 kG the intrinsic contribution to
the spacings is;0.6 meV, clearly indicating that the (b,e)
and (f ,c) splittings are essentially intrinsic in their origin
Dictated by the experimental error in the measured value
the splittings~;0.1 meV!, an upper limit foruN0au is esti-
mated at 20 meV. Finally, comparing the spacings (Ed
2Ec) and (Eb2Ea) in Fig. 8, a small difference can ob
served; based on the Heisenberg-type interaction of Eq.~2!,
there should be no difference between the two. This as
metric spin splitting is an indication of a second-order, no
1-6
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Heisenberg-type exchange interaction between the C21

spins and the effective hole spins.38

Combining the results in Figs. 2~b! and 8, one can display
the spacing between the outer Zeeman components,Ed
2Ea), as a function of magnetization at 1.80 K. These co
ponents were selected to avoid any anomaly due to the as
metric splitting mentioned above. Using the expressions
tained for the energy positions ofd anda @Eqs.~8! and~13!#,

Ed2Ea5~gc* 23gv* !mBH1N0~a2b!x^^Sz&&. ~20!

Hence, the spacing~corrected for the intrinsic spin contribu
tions! and magnetization~already corrected for the host dia
magnetism! yield

~Ed2Ea!* 5C0N0~a2b!Mm* , ~21!

where C05W(x)/NAmBgi . Thus, the corrected Zeema
splitting is a linear function ofMm* , and its slope gives
N0(a2b).

For the Cd12xCoxTe specimen studied, i.e., withx
50.006, W(x)5239.7 g/mole; gCo2152.3094,34 gc*
521.59, gv* 520.04; the slope obtained from the line
least-squares fit to the data in Fig. 9 yieldsN0(a2b)
523316130 meV. Given the upper limit of 20 meV ob
tained above foruN0au and the error bracket of 130 meV,
is justifiable to setN0b5223316130 meV.

C. Cd1ÀxFexTe

The energy-level scheme and magnetic properties of
Fe21 in DMS’s with Td site symmetry have been studied b
Villeret, Rodriguez, and Kartheuser.13 The electronic con-
figuration of Fe21 is @Ar#3d6 which, following Hund’s rules,
has the5D4 ground state. Under the influence of the crys
field of a Td site in CdTe, the fivefold-degenerate orbit
state splits into a5G3 doublet ground state and a5G5 triplet
excited state, with a crystal-field splitting ofD5332 meV.35

Thus only the ground state is appreciably populated at
temperatures. The spin-orbit interaction splits the5G3
ground state, in order of increasing energy, into a singletG1 ,
a tripletG4 , a doubletG3 , a tripletG5 , and a singletG2 , as

FIG. 8. Zeeman components of the free exciton for Cd12xCoxTe
at 1.80 K as a function of magnetic field.
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shown in Fig. 6. Since theG1 ground state of Fe21 is non-
magnetic, Cd12xFexTe does not exhibit ordinary paramag
netism. However, in the presence of a magnetic field,
Zeeman interaction mixes the ground state with the lo
lying excited states, leading to the temperature-independ
Van Vleck paramagnetism.20

The results reported in this section are based on
Cd12xFexTe specimen with a nominal Fe concentration
x50.01; microprobe analysis of the sample yieldedx
50.00760.001. The zero-field position of the free exciton
4.80 K is 1.609560.0001 eV, corresponding to a shift o
12.960.1 meV from that of CdTe. This shift yieldsx
50.0072, in agreement with the microprobe result. The m
netization of the sample at 1.80, 4.80, and 20.0 K as a fu
tion of the magnetic field~corrected for the host diamagne
tism! is shown in Fig. 2~c!. The anisotropy of the
magnetization as a function of crystallographic directi
relative to the field direction can be ignored here in view
the small value ofx and the relatively small magnetic field
used. As can be seen, the magnetization is almost linear a
three temperatures and does not saturate up to the hig
fields, despite the small concentration of Fe. This is in str
ing contrast to the Brillouin-function behavior o
Cd12xMnxTe and Cd12xCoxTe shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
and constitutes a strong signature of the Van Vleck param
netism unique to Fe-~and Cr! based DMS’s. Another mani
festation of Van Vleck paramagnetism is the temperature
dependence of magnetization at lower temperatures,
evident in Fig. 2, the magnetization at 1.80 and 4.80 K be
almost identical.

The Zeeman splitting of the free exciton as a function
magnetic field for the Cd12xFexTe sample at 4.80 K is
shown in Fig. 10. Comparing this figure with Fig. 4 fo
Cd12xMnxTe and Fig. 8 for Cd12xCoxTe, two major differ-
ences can be noticed immediately. First, none of the f
branches saturate to some constant value, even for the h
est fields. Secondly, they are approximately linear inH for

FIG. 9. Excitonic Zeeman splittingEd2Ea of Cd12xCoxTe as a
function of magnetization at 1.80 K. The spectroscopic data
corrected for the intrinsic Zeeman shifts of the bands and the m
netization for the diamagnetism of the host. The linear least-squ
fit to the data is also shown.
1-7
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the entire range of fields, despite the small value ofx. Also,
the Zeeman splittings are approximately independent of t
perature below;5 K. All of these trends are in accordanc
with those shown in Fig. 2 for the magnetization of th
sample, being direct consequences of Van Vleck param
netism. Finally, the excitonic diamagnetic shift is clearly d
played by the upward shift of the Zeeman components
high fields.

Combining the spectroscopic and magnetization data,
11 displays the spacing between the outer Zeeman com
nents, (Ed2Ea), and that between the inner componen
(Ef2Ee), as a function of magnetization of the sam
Cd12xFexTe sample, all at 4.80 K. These Zeeman comp
nents were selected because the third pair of componen~b
andc! could not be resolved except at the highest field. So
ing Eqs.~17! and~21! simultaneously using the slopes fro
Fig. 11, the values ofN0a andN0b can be readily obtained
For the Cd12xFexTe specimen used (x50.007), W(x)

FIG. 10. Zeeman components of the free exciton
Cd12xFexTe at 4.80 K as a function of magnetic field.

FIG. 11. Excitonic Zeeman splittings of Cd12xFexTe as a func-
tion of magnetization at 4.80 K. The spectroscopic data are
rected due to the intrinsic Zeeman shifts of the carriers and
magnetization for the diamagnetism of the host. The linear le
squares fits to the data are also shown.
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5239.6 g/mole; using the analysis in Ref. 39,gc* 521.59,
gv* 520.04, and the slope from the linear least-squares fi
the data in Fig. 11, one obtainsN0a5269617 meV and
N0b52836629 meV.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As emphasized in the Introduction and in the theoreti
Sec. III, the striking magnetic phenomena displayed by
II-VI DMS’s can be traced to~1! the sp-d exchange inter-
action between the spins of the magnetic ions and thos
the band electrons, characterized byN0a andN0b, and~2!
the d-d exchange interaction between the spins of the m
netic ions, expressed byJ1 ,J2 ,... . The observation and
identification of all the six excitonic Zeeman components
Mn21 and Co21 have allowed bothN0a andN0b to be sepa-
rately determined rather than justN0(a2b), as in the exci-
tonic Faraday effect.4 In Table I we listN0a and N0b for
Mn21, Co21, and Fe21 as the magnetic ions in the zinc
blende CdTe host and compare them with values reporte
the literature.

~i! Cd12xMnxTe. The values ofN0a andN0b obtained in
the present investigation have smaller error bars due to
sharp signatures observed in modulation spectroscopy,
exceptional optical quality of the specimens employed, a
the use of calibration lines to determine the energies of
Zeeman components more precisely. It is gratifying to n
that the value of 175 meV quoted forN0a by Peterson
et al.40 from their spin-flip Raman scattering for a samp
with x50.01 yields 194 meV when corrected forx̄/x50.9,
as in the present measurement. The values reported by
Planel, and Fishman7 and by Twardowski, Nawrocki, and
Ginter28 are somewhat higher; the difference can be attr
uted to two factors. First, the corrections due to the intrin
Zeeman effect of the bands and the diamagnetism of the
should be considered when dealing with small Mn conc
trations, as has been done in the present study. Second
though the experimental results in Fig. 5 show a linear re
tion between the Zeeman splittings and magnetization
small departure can be observed in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. These

r

r-
e
t-

TABLE I. The sp-d exchange constants~in meV! obtained
from the present study and those reported in the literature.
technique used for each case is also given. WMR indica
wavelength-modulated reflectivity, UR unmodulated reflectivi
and UT unmodulated transmission, and SFR spin-flup Raman s
tering.

N0a N0b Technique Reference

Cd12xMnxTe
19165 2826614 WMR Present study
220610 2880640 UR 7
216625 2840625 UR 28

194 SFR 40
Cd12xCoxTe

,20 223316130 WMR Present study
Cd12xFexTe

31165 2842614 WMR Present study
300640 21270680 UT and UR 39
1-8
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nonlinearities, whether due to higher-order terms in the
change interaction or an experimental artifact, deserve
ther theoretical investigation and experimental verificatio

~ii ! Cd12xCoxTe. The values ofN0a andN0b have been
obtained independently in the present study, thanks to
observation of all six Zeeman components and the relativ
larger x characterizing the sample employed compared
those employed in previous studies.31,41 The significantly
largeruN0bu for Co21 compared to that for Mn21 in CdTe is
a behavior similar to that in CdSe, CdS, ZnSe, and ZnTe.23,42

The valueuN0au, on the other hand, is found to have a
upper limit of 20 meV based on the measurements repo
here, in contrast to other II-VI DMS’s studied so far, th
typical value being 200–300 meV.42 It is striking to see such
a big difference in the value ofa for different TMI’s in a
given host as well as for the same TMI in different hosts

Based on the magnetization results, it is found that the
d-d interaction among Co21 ions is much stronger tha
among Mn21 ions in CdTe. While this interaction is limited
to NN Mn21 clusters, it extends to more distant-neighb
Co21 clusters. As was mentioned earlier, this is in agreem
with the large values ofd-d exchange constantsuJ1u anduJ2u
for Co- compared to Mn-based II-VI DMS’s.26 The large
d-d interaction in Cd12xCoxTe is also consistent with th
largep-d interaction reflected in the value ofN0b. Accord-
ing to the superexchange model of Larsonet al.43 developed

FIG. 12. Magnetization~corrected for host diamagnetism! of
Cd12xFexTe, Cd12xCoxTe, and Cd12xMnxTe as a function of tem-
perature.
-

.
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for Mn-based DMS’s, one can state roughly that a larg
magnitude ofb leads to a largerd-d interaction between the
magnetic moments of TMI’s. The large increase ofuJ1u and
uJ2u from Mn- to Co-based II-VI DMS’s is indeed in accor
dance with the corresponding increase ofubu.

~iii ! Cd12xFexTe. Both the magnetization and the exc
tonic Zeeman splittings of Cd12xFexTe show features char
acteristic of Van Vleck paramagnetism at low temperatur
Temperature independence and the absence of saturati
the highest fields are two characteristics of this field-induc
paramagnetism, clearly displayed in the experimental res
reported in the present study. To emphasize the differe
between the Van Vleck paramagnetism of Fe21 and the
Brillouin-function behavior of Mn21 and Co21, the magne-
tization results for Cd12xFexTe as a function of temperature
along with those for Cd12xCoxTe and Cd12xMnxTe, are dis-
played in Fig. 12. Note the difference between the th
cases in the low-temperature range below;5 K; a smaller
step size over this small range and samples with higherx can
be used to show the contrast even more clearly.

Another unique characteristic of Fe-based DMS’s is
anisotropy of their magnetization—and hence of the ex
tonic Zeeman splittings—expected as a function of crys
lographic direction. This feature, fully explored by Ro
riguez, Villeret, and Kartheuser,44 is mainly due to the smal
energy separation of the two adjacent spin-orbit-split sta
of the 5G3 multiplet, ;3 meV in Cd12xFexTe. At suffi-
ciently high magnetic fields, Zeeman splittings of the sta
become comparable to this spacing and, combined with
Van Vleck paramagnetic behavior of the ground state, g
rise to the anisotropy in magnetization. Testelinet al.45 have
indeed reported such an anisotropy in the magnetization
Cd12xFexTe (x50.033) for fields exceeding 100 kG. Wit
the maximum field of 55 kG available to us in magnetizati
measurements, such an anisotropy escaped detection.

Although theN0a value obtained in the present study f
Cd12xFexTe agrees with that reported by Testelinet al.39

within experimental accuracy, the value ofN0b is signifi-
cantly different between the two. Part of the difference c
be attributed to the neglect of intrinsic Zeeman effects of
bands and the diamagnetism of the host referred to ear
these corrections are more important for samples with
lower concentration of Fe.
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